Assessing RNA interactions with proteins by DRaCALA.
Discovery of RNA elements, including riboswitches and regulatory RNAs, has revealed additional regulatory mechanisms for transcript stability, transcript termination, and translational initiation. These regulatory RNA molecules act through direct binding to cellular targets including other RNA molecules, proteins, and low molecular weight metabolites. RNA-RNA interactions based on complementarity can be identified through bioinformatic analysis. However, identification of novel interactions between these regulatory RNA molecules and their partners other than complementary sequences is more challenging. We have developed a technique called Differential Radial Capillary Action of Ligand Assay (DRaCALA) to facilitate the detection of direct binding between RNA elements to proteins or low molecular weight ligands. Previously, we have described the adaptation of this technique to detect the binding interaction between Vc2 riboswitch to a signaling cyclic dinucleotide called cyclic-di-GMP. Here, we describe the adaptation of DRaCALA for identifying sequence-specific RNA-binding proteins directly from E. coli cell lysates expressing the recombinant binding protein. DRaCALA can be used to qualitatively and quantitatively assess RNA-protein interaction in whole cell lysate, determine the kinetics of the binding, and test for competitors. Using DRaCALA in a high-throughput format has the potential to rapidly identify sequence-specific RNA-binding proteins.